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Abstract
Asymmetrical disruptions may occur during ITER operation and they may be
accompanied by large sideways forces and rotation of the asymmetry. This is of particular
concern because resonance of the rotating asymmetry with the natural frequencies of the
vacuum vessel (and other in-vessel components) could lead to large dynamic amplification of
the forces. A significant fraction of non-mitigated JET disruptions have toroidally asymmetric
currents that flow partially inside the plasma and partially inside the surrounding vacuum
vessel (“wall”). The toroidal asymmetries (otherwise known as appearance of 3-D structures)
are clearly visible in the plasma current (Ip) and the first plasma current moments. For the first
time we present here the asymmetries in toroidal flux measured by the diamagnetic loops and
also propose a physical interpretation. The presented data covers the period of JET operation
with C-wall (JET-C from 2005 until late 2009) and with ITER-like wall (JET-ILW from 2011
until late 2014), during which pick-up coil and saddle loop data at four toroidally orthogonal
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locations were routinely recorded. The observed rotations of the Ip asymmetries are in the
range from -5 turns to +10 turns (a negative value is counted to the negative plasma current).
Initial observations on COMPASS of asymmetric disruptions are presented, which are in line
with JET data. The whole of the JET-ILW disruption database, and the limited number of
COMPASS disruptions examined, confirm that the development of the toroidal asymmetry
precedes the drop to unity of q95. It is shown that Massive Gas Injection (MGI), which is
routinely used to mitigate disruptions, significantly reduces the Ip asymmetries on JET.
However, MGI produces fast plasma current quench and consequently high vessel eddy
currents, which expose the machine to additional stresses. The effect of the large gas quantity
used during the injection is of particular concern as well.

PACS numbers: 52.55.Fa
Submitted to: Nuclear Fusion
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1. Introduction
Asymmetrical disruptions [1] may occur during ITER operations [2]. It is possible that
they may be accompanied by large sideways forces and by the toroidal rotation of the
asymmetry. The toroidal rotation of the sideways force is of particular concern because
resonance with the natural frequencies of the vacuum vessel (and other in-vessel components)
could lead to large dynamic amplification of the forces [3,4]. As a result of disruptions, the JET
vacuum vessel can undergo a complex, damped oscillation with a peak displacement in the
order of a few mm [5,6]. The observation of 3-D effects (or in other words toroidal and
poloidal asymmetries) during the plasma current (Ip) quench has been described in many
tokamaks using various diagnostics, e.g. JET [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15], JT60-U [16],
Alcator C-Mod [17], DIII-D [18], ASDEX-U [19] and NSTX [20,21]. The theory, modelling
and interpretation of the 3-D effects during the Ip Current Quench (CQ) can be found in
references including [1, 8, 14, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32].
JET is the only tokamak which has published data of plasma current moments at four
orthogonal toroidal locations [1, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. COMPASS has the capability to
measure Ip at three toroidal locations (two of which are opposite) [15].
A significant fraction of all JET non-mitigated disruptions have toroidally asymmetric
currents that flow partially inside the plasma and partially inside the surrounding vacuum
vessel (“wall”). The toroidal asymmetries are clearly visible in the Ip, the first plasma current
moments and in-vessel poloidal voltages, i.e. toroidal magnetic flux derivatives. The presented
data covers the period of JET operation with C-wall (JET-C from 2005 until late 2009) and
with ITER-like wall (JET-ILW [33, 34, 35, 36] from 2011 until late 2014), during which pickup coil and saddle loop data at four toroidally orthogonal locations were routinely recorded.
The Ip asymmetries on JET usually rotate in either toroidal direction, showing substantial
variation in magnitude and frequency. Initial observations on COMPASS of asymmetric
disruptions are presented, which are in line with JET data.
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The whole of the JET-ILW disruption database, and the limited number of COMPASS
disruptions examined, indicate that axisymmetric and asymmetrical disruptions have dissimilar
time behaviour of the edge safety factor, namely the development of the toroidal asymmetry
precedes the drop of q95.
In addition to toroidal asymmetry of the plasma current, we report here the asymmetry in
the poloidal voltage (diamagnetic signal derivative) and its physical interpretation.
Massive Gas Injection (MGI) is routinely used to mitigate disruptions in JET, if Ip > 2
MA or the total plasma energy (poloidal magnetic + kinetic) is above 5 MJ [37,38,39,40]. It is
shown here that MGI can significantly reduce the Ip asymmetries during the plasma CQ and
sideways forces. However, the MGI leads to a strong uncontrollable decrease of CQ duration,
which in turn increases the induced vessel currents and axisymmetric forces. The effect of the
large gas quantity used during the injection is of particular concern as well.
This paper extends the results presented in [14,15]. Diagnostics used on JET and
COMPASS are described in section 2. The composition of the plasma current asymmetry
database is given in section 3. Sideways force impulses and JET vessel displacements, which
were extracted over a 9 year period of JET operation, are outlined in section 4. JET and
COMPASS Ip asymmetry data are presented in section 5. The rotation of the plasma current
asymmetries is given in section 6. The edge safety factor at disruption is sketched in section 7.
Asymmetry in the toroidal magnetic flux and its physical interpretation can be found in section
8. Experimental and computational results on axisymmetric eddy currents and MGI issues are
discussed in section 9. Outstanding issues, which are the subject of future investigations, are
described in section 10. The results of the disruption analyses in terms of various toroidal
asymmetries are summarized in section 11.
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2. JET and COMPASS Magnetic Diagnostics
JET magnetic diagnostic data from 18 tangential to vessel pick up coils and 14 normal
saddles [14], at four toroidally orthogonal locations has been routinely recorded from 2005
onwards (see Figure 1 and Figure 2). Two poloidal in-vessel loop voltages at toroidally
opposite locations (see Figure 1 and Figure 3) were used to evaluate toroidal (paramagnetic)
flux asymmetry during the CQ.
The ex-vessel Rogowski coil, in-vessel pick up coils and four in-vessel full toroidal flux
loops were used to calculate the total axisymmetric toroidal eddy current in the conductive
structures: vessel, restraining ring, divertor support structure and poloidal field (PF) coil cases,
Figure 4.
The JET Rogowski coil measures the plasma current (Ip), total divertor PF coil current
(ID) and the eddy current induced in the conductive structures (Ipst): vessel (Ives), restraining
ring (IRR), divertor support structure and PF coil cases (IMARK):

I rog  I p  I D  I pst , where I pst  I ves  I RR  I MARK

(1)

The plasma current is:
IDC
I p  I pla
 I D  I RR  I MARK ,

(2)

IDC
where I pla
is uncorrected plasma current calculated using 18 internal discrete coils, IDCs,

[14]. Hence the total induced toroidal passive structure current is defined as:
IDC
I pst  I rog  I p  I D  I rog  I pla
 I RR  I MARK .

(3)

The restraining ring current, divertor support structure and PF case current are calculated from
the relevant voltage measurements:
I RR  VLRRU

 VLRRL  / RRR ,

RRR  1.4 mOhm

I MARK  12 VLD 2  VLD 3 / RMARK ,

RMARK  0.739 mOhm

5

(4)

,
,

(5)
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where VLRRU, VLRRL, VLD2 and VLD3 are toroidal voltages from the relevant full flux loops,
(see Figure 4).
The horizontal (radial) JET vessel displacements are measured at vertical ports of each
vessel octant with respect to the mechanical structure [41], see Figure 2. JET magnetic data is
recorded at a 5 kHz sampling rate and vessel force and displacement data is recorded at a 2.5
kHz sampling rate around a disruption, which is sufficient taking into account that the duration
of CQ ≥ ~10 ms.
At present, COMPASS Ip in-vessel magnetic diagnostics are available at three toroidal
locations, two of which are opposite and the third is shifted in respect to the other by 45o [42,
43], see Figure 5. Therefore the relevant plasma currents are
1.

Ip1 measured by an internal Rogowski coil near the Toroidal Field Coil (TFC) 1;

2.

Ip9 calculated from 16 tangential pick-up (Internal Partial Rogowski) coils, near TFC 9;

3.

Ip15 calculated from 24 tangential pick-up (Mirnov) coils, near TFC 15.
Hence the difference of the Ip at opposite locations is defined as ΔIp91 = Ip9 – Ip1. The

COMPASS data is recorded at a 2 MHz sampling rate.

3. JET and COMPASS Database
The presented JET four octant data (with pre-disruptive plasma current I pdis ≥ 1 MA [14])
covers 1990 disruptions from 3/11/2005 (#64326) up to 9/10/2014 (#87944) including both
JET-C (950 disruptions) and JET-ILW (1040 disruptions).
The section below describes the mathematical background, which was used in calculating
the key parameters of the Ip toroidal asymmetries, or in other words, 3-D structures. For
modelling the toroidal angle dependency of the plasma current, a Fourier series was used.
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The toroidal variation of the measured plasma current is approximated by a finite Fourier
sum of harmonically related sinusoidal functions, which is also called a trigonometric
polynomial of degree n:
n

I p ( )  X o   [ X k cos(k )  Yk sin(k )] ,
n

(6)

k 1

where is the toroidal angle, Xo is the toroidally averaged plasma current (to be found), k is
toroidal harmonic number, Xk and Yk are Fourier coefficients. In general, if the number of
measurements, m, has m  2n  1 , these Fourier coefficients can be found using the Least
Squares Method (LSM):
m

min [I ( j )]2 , 1  j  m

(7)

j

n
where a residual is defined as I ( j )  I p ( j )  I p ( j ) , I p ( j ) is measured plasma current and

I np ( j ) is the value predicted by the model at toroidal angle j.
For four JET measurements (m = 4), and considering only n = 1 toroidal harmonic, or in
other words trigonometric polynomial of degree n = 1, expression (7) becomes:

I (1 )   I p (1 )  X o  X 1  0,

1  0,

I p (1 )  I p1

I ( 2 )   I p ( 2 )  X o  Y1  0,

2   / 2 ,

I p ( 2 )  I p 3

I (3 )   I p (3 )  X o  X 1  0,

3   ,

I p (3 )  I p 5

I ( 4 )   I p ( 4 )  X o  Y1  0,

 4  3 / 2,

I p ( 4 )  I p 7 ,

(8)

with Ip1 = octant 1 plasma current measurement etc. Hence, LSM unambiguously gives three
equations for three Fourier coefficients:
4

 I ( )  0
j 1

j

4

 I ( )  cos( )  0
j 1

j

j

4

 I ( )  sin( )  0.
j 1

j

j

7

(9)
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Taking into account that JET has four toroidally orthogonal locations for the measurements, (9)
is reduced to:
X o  ( I p1  I p 3  I p 5  I p 7 ) / 4
X 1  ( I p1  I p 5 ) / 2

(10)

Y1  ( I p 3  I p 7 ) / 2.

The

absolute

I pasym 

2 X12  Y12 

( I p 7  I p 3 ) 2  ( I p5  I p1 ) 2

and

normalised

Apasym  I pasym / I pdis quantities are used to characterise the magnitude of Ip asymmetries. Unlike
C-wall disruptions on JET, the ITER-like wall disruptions can undertake several Ip asymmetry
bursts during the CQ. To take into account the specific properties of the IL-wall, the conditions
of the database composition were modified in comparison with [14]. Namely to avoid noise
contributing to the results, I pasym (and Apasym ) is only calculated for times when the start and end
time window satisfied the following conditions: Apasym > 0.5% and |Ip| > 0.1 I pdis for the first
and last 1 ms in order to disregard short-lived spikes. The Apasym values that do not satisfy the
criteria are treated as noise and forced to zero. The above defined time window was applied to
all time dependent quantities which have been used for analysis. Additionally a new constraint
asym

was introduced, namely if I p

≤ 10 kA (10 kA is the error in JET Ip measurements) for 2 ms

inside the “asymmetry window” then waveforms are forced to zero during this interval,
resulting in the concept of a “main asymmetry time window” (the largest A   Apasymdt for
which I pasym  0 ). Using the main asymmetry time window, the effects of noise in the analysis
has been reduced. Figure 6 explains the composition of the waveforms that have been used for
the presented JET analysis.
The COMPASS disruption database is currently under development and some data is
presented below. The presented COMPASS asymmetrical disruption data covers 78 C-wall
shots from 12/11/2013 (#6033) up to 27/11/2014 (#8788).

8
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Since COMPASS has 3 toroidal Ip measurements, we approximate the 3-D plasma
current by a trigonometric polynomial of unity degree assuming toroidal harmonic n = 1:

I p ( )  X o  X1 cos( )  Y1 sin( ) .

(11)

Hence 3 equations for three Fourier coefficients are:

I p (1 )  X o  X 1 ,
I p ( 2 )  X o  X 1

1  0,
2  Y1

2,

I p (3 )  X o  X 1 ,

I p (1 )  I p1

2   / 4 ,

I p ( 2 )  I p15

3   ,

I p (3 )  I p 9 ,

(12)

which can be solved to find XO, X1 and Y1:

X o  ( I p1  I p 9 ) / 2
X 1  ( I p1  I p 9 ) / 2
Y1  2 I p15 

2 1
2

(13)

I p1 

2 1
2

I p9 .

COMPASS and JET use identical quantities to characterise the magnitude of Ip
asymmetries, namely I pasym  2 X 12  Y12 , Apasym  I pasym / I pdis and A   Apasymdt [14]. The

Apasym can be estimated using only two opposite Ip measurements. Thus assuming Y1 = 0, I pasym
can be reduced to 2 X 12 .
The data processing for COMPASS is similar to that of JET, and is comprised of the
following steps:
1. ± 0.025 ms rectangular smoothing of the measured Ip to eliminate the noise contribution.
(JET uses ± 0.2 ms triangular smoothing on the final stage of processing to get peak
quantities).
asym

> 2.0% ( Ap

asym

< 2.0% for 0.1ms ( I p

2. trimming waveforms from left and right hand side where Ap

asym

> 0.5% for

JET) or |Ip| > 0.1 I pdis conditions are not met;
3. a “main asymmetry time window” was used, namely if Ap

asym

<10kA for 2 ms for JET) inside the “asymmetry window” then waveforms are forced to
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zero during this interval;
There are some differences in the JET and COMPASS criteria reflecting the specific machine
diagnostic properties.
An example of a COMPASS multi turn Ip asymmetry rotational disruption is presented in
asym

Figure 7. Box (b) shows Ap

asym

calculated from 3 plasma currents (Ip1, Ip9, Ip15) - A3 p

and

asym

from only 2 (opposite) plasma currents (Ip1, Ip9) - A2 p . The 3.5 turn uniform rotation window
is shown in black in boxes (c) and (d). This specific time window ([0.62 - 1.31] ms) was used
asym

to validate A3 p

A

asym
3p

dt

A

asym
2p

in respect to A2asym
. The integral ratio over (0.62 - 1.31) ms is A3 A2 
p

dt = 1.71, whereas assuming a pure sine wave in time, the integral ratio must

be π/2. This particular example proves that 3 and 2 Ip COMPASS measurements are selfconsistent.
The A2 A3( 2 ) ratio over 77 (=78-1, since one shot has A2 = 0) COMPASS asymmetrical
disruptions, where the A3(2) integral is calculated over the A2 time window, is shown in Figure
8. The 2 /   A2 A3( 2)  1 region contains the disruptions which have the toroidal phase of the Ip
asymmetries dwelling mainly in quadrant #1 or #9, where the location of the centre of quadrant
#1 is near TFC #1 etc. On the other hand, the 0  A2 A3( 2)  2 /  region contains the disruptions,
which have Ip asymmetries dwelling mainly in quadrant #5 or #13. About 55 % of the
presented COMPASS disruptions (in terms of the toroidal phase of Ip asymmetry) were found
in quadrant #5 or #13. Accordingly 45 % of the disruptions were found in quadrant #1 or #9.
We may conclude that the present COMPASS 3 toroidal Ip measurements correctly provide an
estimate of plasma current asymmetry in spite of the fact that diagnostic toroidal distribution is
not optimal. However, as a precautionary measure, we are using different labels for shots
dwelling mainly in quadrant #1 or #9 and in quadrant #5 or #13.
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Apart from the Ip asymmetry data, sideways forces on JET can be evaluated using Noll's
2
2
formula [1,10,14,22], F Noll  2 BT M IZasym , where M IZasym  M IZx
, M IZy  M IZ 73 
 M IZy

M IZ 7  M IZ 3 and M IZx  M IZ 51  M IZ 5  M IZ 1 with MIZ1 = octant 1 first plasma current vertical
moment etc, see Figure 9.
Massive Gas Injection (MGI, see Figure 10) is routinely used to mitigate disruptions in
JET, where the MGI fire criteria’s for the year 2014 were: Ip > 2 MA or total plasma energy
(poloidal magnetic + kinetic) is above 5 MJ [37,38,39,40]. The MGI has a profound effect on
3-D phenomena during the plasma CQ (see Figure 11), hence the MGI shots are specifically
labelled on the figures presented below.

4. Sideways force impulses and vessel displacements in JET
The sideways force impulse can be defined in two different ways. The first option is to
calculate the impulse modulus, Imp   F Nolldt . The impulse modulus is a critical parameter in
the case of a multi-turn rotational mode due to possible mechanical resonance of the machine
components with the rotating force. It is a potentially serious issue for ITER, but not for JET,
because the JET CQ duration is too short for multi-turn rotation within a vessel resonant
period. The second option is to calculate the directional impulse, Impr 
where Impx   FxNoll dt =


2

BT  M IZy dt and Imp y   FyNoll dt =


2

Impx2  Imp 2y ,

BT  M IZx dt . The

directional impulse is an essential parameter in the case of locked asymmetries, where the
toroidal rotation slows and can remain stationary during a significant part of the CQ. The
directional impulse is always “responsible” for sideways vessel displacement on JET for any
rotational behaviour (see next page).
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The impulse moduli and the normalized impulse moduli ( ImpN  Imp /( BT I p a ) , where
the minor plasma radius, a, was taken as 1.00 m) for the JET four octant database are presented
in Figure 12 and Figure 13 respectively. It can be seen that MGI significantly reduces the
sideways impulse moduli for both C- and IL-walls without exceptions.
As a result of asymmetrical disruptions, the JET vacuum vessel can undergo a complex,
damped oscillation with a peak displacement in the order of a few mm with respect to the
mechanical structure and the vessel also can experience violent mechanical forces in excess of
few MN [5,6,41]. The vessel supports can be represented as a damped spring-mass system [41]
with the mechanical resonance period of the vessel ∼(60 – 70) ms [41,45], Figure 14. An
example of a complex, damped vessel oscillation due to an asymmetrical disruption is shown
in Figure 15. It can been seen that an asymmetrical VDE (Vertical Displacement Event) has
two phases, namely a first axisymmetric phase which is pure vertical displacement (m/n = 1/0
mode) and a second asymmetrical phase is characterised by m/n = 1/1 dominated mode [14].
Hence, vertical force (Fz) and vessel roll arise at the same time (dashed line on Figure 15) as
exponential plasma vertical displacement. Sideways force (FNoll) and vessel radial
displacement start to grow in a second phase - dashed-dotted line on Figure 15.
The directional impulse Impr , which we believe is responsible for the radial vessel
displacement, is compared with maximum vessel radial displacement over 1904 JET
disruptions in Figure 16. It indicates an approximately proportional relationship between
magnetic and mechanical measurements, which is consistent with early limited JET data
presented in [41].
The distribution of the directional impulses on JET does not have a large degree of
asymmetry over toroidal angle, see Figure 17. However, there is a preferred toroidal phase of
the sideways force impulses which dwell mainly in quadrant 3.
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The radial displacement mechanical measurements demonstrate nice correlation with
magnetic diagnostic measurements in terms of magnitude and toroidal angle, see Figure 18.
The presented data confirms that the models described in [1, 41, 25] are valid in general, as a
forecaster of the magnitude and direction of the radial vessel displacement.

5. JET and COMPASS Ip asymmetry data
The magnitudes of the JET and COMPASS smoothed Ip asymmetry show a good
agreement: the magnitude of Ip asymmetry is below ∼20% of the pre-disruptive Ip for the
whole range of the recorded disruptions on JET and COMPASS, see Figure 19. However
instantaneous values of Ip asymmetry can potentially be affected by the noise pollution of the
measured quantities and the chosen smoothing procedure.
Hence, a more reliable quantity [14], namely the integral A   Apasymdt has been used to
quantify the severity of Ip asymmetries. Figure 20 presents the normalized severity of Ip
asymmetries as a function of the normalized CQ duration for the JET four octant database and
the present COMPASS database. The τ80-20 is the CQ time extrapolated from the time taken to
quench from 80 to 20% of I pdis . The plasma cross-section area is not a reliable parameter
during CQ, hence for comparison purposes S   a 2 was calculated for circular plasma with
minor radius of the limiter, a JET  1.00 m and aCOMPASS  0.20 m . The maximum of the
normalized integral of Ip asymmetry is located in the (2-15) ms/m2 domain of the normalized
CQ duration. Although COMPASS data is in line with the large scale JET database,
COMPASS outermost points are about factor 2 higher than JET C-wall highest points. The
extreme COMPASS disruption is shown on Figure 21. Nevertheless, taking into account the
relative size of COMPASS, JET and ITER, the COMPASS and JET provide multi-machine
identically treated disruption data that can be extrapolated to ITER, Figure 22.
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Rotational data
The 3-D structures, which appear on JET as Ip and MIZ toroidal asymmetries, usually

rotate [10,13,14]. Various types of rotation were identified on JET: nearly uniform multi-turn
rotations, locked rotations, rotation reversals and others [10,13,14]. The observed rotation of
the Ip asymmetries are in the range of -5 to +10 toroidal turns (a positive value indicates
anticlockwise rotation opposite to the negative plasma current and negative toroidal field),
where the plasma current and the toroidal field are in the anticlockwise direction, i.e. rotation is
most commonly seen in the electron drift direction, see Figure 23. COMPASS usually reveals
nearly locked rotations, see Figure 24. However, multi-turn Ip asymmetries rotations were also
observed on COMPASS, Figure 7, in contrast to early COMPASS-D data [44].
The uniform multi-turn rotations are of particular concern for large machines because
resonance with natural frequencies of the vacuum vessel (and other in-vessel components)
could lead to the high dynamic amplification of the forces. There are two conditions that must
be fulfilled to give dynamic amplification: (a) rotation occurs near a resonance frequency and
(b) more than ~2 periods take place [4]. On JET the mechanical resonance period of the vessel
(∼60 – 70 ms [45]) is longer than the duration of the rotation (see Figure 20, where S = 3.14
m2), hence dynamic amplification is not expected. The ITER mechanical resonance period
could be shorter than the duration of rotation leading to the issue of the sideways force
dynamic amplification [4]. It is worth mentioning that there is currently no unchallenged
understanding or robust model of the rotation behaviour.

7.

The edge safety factor at a disruption
The equilibrium reconstruction on JET and COMPASS is performed by using the EFIT

code [46]. On JET, the standard (‘intershot’ in JET jargon) EFIT reconstructions [47] are
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carried out throughout the disruption until the last converged equilibrium. This allows the trend
of the equilibrium parameters from the early stage of CQ to be found. To discriminate between
2-D and 3-D disruptions, the safety factor time behaviour was checked for the complete JET
IL-wall disruption database (1040 disruptions as mentioned in section 3). However, it can be
difficult to obtain equilibrium reconstruction in the vicinity of disruptions. Typically, EFIT
fails for a few time slices (0.2 ms between slices) among the last two converged equilibria.
After a manual analysis of tens of pulses, it was decided to use equilibrium reconstructions if
the number of such consecutive faulty slices does not exceed 4.
The most severe (in terms of A   Apasymdt ) 3-D (asymmetrical) disruptions are shown in
Figure 25. It can be seen in some cases (we term them as a “first cluster”), which are
characterised by large Ip asymmetries consequently large sideways forces, the development of
the toroidal asymmetry precedes the drop to unity of q95. Hence it creates the conditions
necessary to grow the low m,n kink mode. The mode structure analysis was presented in [14]
for one specific pulse with a uniformly rotating 3-D structure which shows mainly 1/1 kink
mode.
There are some non-mitigated disruptions (second cluster), which remain 2-D
axisymmetric and in these cases q95 during the early stage of CQ rises from its pre-disruption
magnitude, Figure 26. Thus, low m,n kink mode MHD stability is not expected to degrade and
the Ip asymmetries and the sideways forces remain below the noise level of the magnetic
diagnostics.
In MGI mitigated disruptions (third cluster) q95 rises significantly and any 3-D features
are below magnetic diagnostic noise level, Figure 27. q95 growth makes development of the
low m,n kink mode impossible. The third cluster of disruptions is axisymmetric, 2-D.
The effect of the safety factor magnitude on the severity of the Ip asymmetry, for the whole
IL-wall disruption database is summarised in Figure 28. The points represent the last “reliable”
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(see above, section 7) converged equilibrium from standard EFIT reconstructions. The severest
Ip asymmetry occurs when the edge safety factor approaches q95 = 1.
There are some disruptions in which MGI with proper pressure and gas composition was
not 100% efficient. Figure 29 presents a disruption, when MGI fired into a developed VDE.
Here the MGI does not prevent a decrease of q95 with time. Hence, the Ip asymmetry occurs at
a relatively small value. The locked mode appears directly before the disruption and it is
immediately followed by Ip asymmetry. It may be suggested that the locked mode was
converted to Ip asymmetry for this specific disruption.
Sometimes the MGI was fired too late, but still reduced the level of the Ip asymmetry
somewhat, Figure 30. Such cases should be treated as an MGI fault.
On COMPASS, the standard EFIT [48] reconstruction uses a basic set of inputs: toroidal
field, plasma current, currents in PF coils and 16 tangential pick-up coil measurements. The
q95 data presented were calculated in manual EFIT runs for a time resolution 0.1 ms and were
cross-checked against runs with different settings of EFIT (different weights of individual
inputs, different convergence criteria, higher degree of polynomial of current profile
representation). The EFIT Induced Currents Module was used to calculate toroidally
symmetrical eddy currents in the vacuum vessel with fixed location of an elliptical plasma
current cross-section [48]. The reconstructions with various EFIT setups exhibit a small
variation (≤ 15%) of q95. The COMPASS examples of the q95 behaviour are shown on Figure
7, Figure 21 and Figure 24.
The whole of the ITER-like wall JET disruption database, and the limited number of
COMPASS disruptions examined, confirm that the development of the toroidal asymmetry
precedes the drop of q95 – sometimes down to unity.
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Asymmetry in the toroidal magnetic flux and its possible physical interpretation
In addition to toroidal asymmetry of the plasma current, the toroidal asymmetries are

clearly visible as an asymmetry in the in-vessel poloidal voltage (i.e. the toroidal magnetic flux
or diamagnetic signal derivatives) measured at 5 kHz on JET since 1994.
Two characteristic cases can be distinguished in the data: the “rotational” mode and the
“locked” one, as shown in Figure 31. There is clear phase correlation between asymmetry of
plasma currents, vertical plasma current centroid displacements and poloidal voltages for a
uniform rotational mode, see Figure 31i, where the associated time window is marked by blue
and green.
As explained in [22,25], the toroidal asymmetry in the plasma currents is related to the
MHD effect of the magnetic flux conservation, which generates the negative currents (that we
termed Hiro currents) in the wall at the wetting zone of the plasma contact with the plasma
facing wall structures. The understanding of the asymmetry in the diamagnetic signal requires
a step beyond the MHD model.
Let us first consider a simple case of an axisymmetric vertical disruption. The additional
physics of VDE is illustrated by Figure 32 (generated by the VDE-code, recently developed in
PPPL). In simulations, the vertical motion of initially unstable elongated plasma is stopped by
the excitation of the toroidal Hiro currents along the tile covered surface which is consistent
with the recent measurements on the EAST device [49]. The eddy currents in the wall
contribute to the force balance as well. The plasma shape at the wetting zone becomes
conformal to the tile surface with two Y-points in the poloidal field structure at the edges of the
Hiro current layer.
The later plasma evolution and shrinking of its cross-section is controlled by the decay of
the Hiro currents. At this stage of the VDE the plasma core shrinks and releases its particles to
the open field line, thus creating and maintaining the halo zone. The loop voltage due to the
presence of the negative Hiro currents and shrinkage of the plasma cross-section drives the
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force-free compensation current (to compensate for both toroidal Hiro current and of the
shrinkage of the cross-section) at the edge of the plasma core. The loop voltage also drives the
halo current, which is charged plasma particles driven to the wall along the open field lines in
the halo zone. These halo currents are limited by the particle source and, unlike Hiro and eddy
currents in the wall, play a minor role in the global force balance. In order to emphasise these
two properties, they are referred here as Evans currents (introduced in [25]), which
distinguishes this type of halo currents from their conventional concept [50], which assumes
their association with the large forces.
The particles released from the plasma core, determine the “source limited” Evans
currents in the halo zone IEv as
I Ev  2e

dN e
,
dt

(14)

where e is the electron charge and Ne is the number of electrons in the plasma core.
Note that the poloidal component of the Evans currents creates an extra paramagnetic
toroidal flux in the halo zone, which can be measured by diamagnetic loops.
For the 3-D case of the VDE, with a developed kink mode, the simulations that would
give the geometry of the plasma cross-section, wetting zone and magnetic field are not yet
possible. The illustration of such an asymmetrical VDE in JET is presented in Figure 33. The
halo zone is expected to be wide at the Hiro current area of the plasma contact with the wall
where the open field lines are formed. Accordingly, while the toroidal flux inside the plasma
core is the same in all its poloidal cross-sections, the Evans currents in the wider halo zone
near the plasma contact generates the extra paramagnetic flux at the wetting zone.
The sign of the asymmetry on the diamagnetic voltage in Figure 31i is consistent with
this explanation. Based on the total particle charge inventory in the JET plasma shots #72926
and #70100 of Q ≃ (600-700) C and the tcq ≃ 30 ms current quench time, the source limitation
on the Evans current would be expected to be Q/ tcq ~ 20 kA. The necessary level of the Evans
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currents to explain the toroidal flux asymmetry can be assessed from the general expression

  BS (where , B and S are the magnetic flux, magnetic field and area respectively) as
t

I

Ev

1
LEv
  Vdl dt  halo ,
o
S

(15)

where μo is the vacuum magnetic permeability, LEv the toroidal length of the Evans current
circuit and Shalo is the cross-section area of the halo zone. The time integral gives the excess of
the toroidal flux in the halo zone. Using LEv = 5 m and Shalo = 0.2 m2 as the reference numbers,
t

then    Vdl dt ≃ 1.0 mWb (#72926), and the estimate for the rotational kink mode gives IEv
≃ 20 kA which is consistent with the limit estimates. For the locked mode (#70100)  ≃ 2.0
mWb the similar estimate is IEv ≃ 40 kA, which exceeds the source limitations and explains
the decay of the diamagnetic voltage in the locked kink mode case seen in Figure 33 due to the
saturation of the Evans currents.
It is worth noting that the toroidal flux inside the plasma core is the same in all poloidal
cross-sections of 3-D equilibrium, hence the 3-D effect alone cannot explain toroidal variations
of the measured toroidal flux without some wall touch involvement.

9. Unfavourable effect of the MGI disruption mitigation
MGI is routinely used to mitigate disruptions in JET. In 2014 (from #86025 shot
onward), MGI was successfully fired into 66% of the disruptive shots. As described above,
MGI prevents large sideways forces leading to a greater degree of axisymmetry. However,
MGI also produces fast plasma current quench and respectively high vessel eddy currents, see
Figure 34, where the amplitude of the eddy current in JET passive structure is shown as
defined by (3) for C- and IL-wall, for MGI and non-MGI disruptions.
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The MGI disruption τ80-20 CQ times are mainly in the 10-20 ms region with the
normalised amplitude of the eddy current up to 30%, see Figure 35.
Electromagnetic simulations of the eddy currents induced in the JET vessel were done
with the 3D EM code CARIDDI [51]. The model includes the vessel, the restraint rings and
divertor structures. The currents induced in these structures are correctly taken into account in
the overall computation. The iron core is also included in the model with its 3D geometry. An
axisymmetric disruption has been considered, in which the plasma CQ has been simulated as
fixed toroidal filaments carrying a linearly time-varying current. The computation was done for
several different linear current quench times. The currents in the PF coils have been assumed
as constant during the event, although the real PF currents vary in time due to inductive
couplings and voltages imposed by the power supplies. However, even with this
approximation, there is some agreement between the modelling results and the experimental
data, as can be seen in Figure 35.
The peak eddy current density distribution for 1 MA plasma with a 20 ms linear timevarying CQ is shown on Figure 36. The induced current tends to bypass the ports flowing
through the extensions. The current density appears higher in regions where the section is
smaller - a high current density does not necessarily mean a high current. The model also
includes the restraint rings and divertor structures, although they are not shown in the figures
for the sake of clarity. The highest eddy current density appears near the ports.
Sometimes disruption can cause damage to in-vessel diagnostics. Figure 37 demonstrates
a clearly visible pick-up poloidal coil fault during a special MGI mitigated disruption. The
DMV1 (see Figure 10) fired a mixture of 60% (H)+ 40% (Ar) at 33 bar pressure at 7.5 ms
before the disruption (t = 0 on Figure 37). The maximum voltage induced on a similar coil with
similar poloidal and toroidal location is ~ 10 V, occurring at t = 0. The maximum eddy current
of ~1 MA can be seen at t = 10 ms. The pick-up coil (named P803B) failed in between these
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two events at t = 5 ms. It is unlikely that a short ~ 10 V impulse alone can cause any coil
damage. The forces due to the eddy currents cannot affect the coil wires. We can speculate that
(a) the absorption of hydrogen and the formation of titanium hydride are a source of damage to
titanium coil wires; hydrogen embrittlement eventually can lead to bursting (spalling) of
titanium wires; (b) titanium may burn in nitrogen, which is used for seeding experiments on
JET [52]; (c) the gas discharge may glow inside the coil shield and shorts the coil. The postmortem photo presented in Figure 38 suggests that events (a) and (b) occurred.

10. Outstanding issues
The sideways force impulses on JET have a preferred toroidal phase that may be caused
by intrinsic error fields - this phenomena requires further investigation.
The MGI is routinely used to mitigate disruptions in JET, but the effect of the resulting
large eddy currents and large quantity of the gas (particularly hydrogen) used in the injections
remains to be assessed.
The toroidal asymmetries are clearly visible as toroidal plasma current asymmetries and
poloidal voltage (i.e. paramagnetic flux derivative) asymmetries. The physical interpretation
provided in section 8 could be improved by taking into account additional observations. The
correlation between the toroidal and poloidal vessel current asymmetries provide an
opportunity for the calibration of the numerical models.
The simulation with the 3D EM code CARIDDI used the PF circuit with a fixed current,
which is not physically accurate. It would make a more self-consistent simulation to consider
the PF coils with their actual resistance and driving circuit.
Four or more toroidally distributed plasma current measurements on COMPASS will
definitely improve the accuracy of the analysis.
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11. Summary
The presented data covers the period of JET operations from 2005 until late 2014, and
recent COMPASS data. The latter has been found to be in line with the large JET disruption
database in terms of amplitude of the plasma current asymmetries and toroidal rotation
behaviour.
The observed rotation of the Ip asymmetries are in the range of -5 to +10 toroidal turns,
which cover the domain of the possible dynamic amplification of the sideways forces in ITER.
All of the ITER-like wall JET disruption database and the examined COMPASS
disruptions confirmed that the development of the toroidal asymmetry precedes the drop of q95
– sometimes down to unity.
JET radial vessel displacement correlates with sideways force directional impulse, which
is estimated only from magnetic diagnostic. The presented data confirms that the models
described in [1, 41, 25] are valid in general, as a forecaster of the magnitude and direction of
the radial vessel displacement.
For the first time the asymmetries in toroidal flux measurements by the diamagnetic
loops and their possible physical interpretation is presented.
The JET and COMPASS study on 3-D effects during the Ip current quench provides
unique experimental data that can help to improve the understanding of disruptions, to develop
and to calibrate numerical models, which could be used to predict the loads at future machines,
such as ITER.
MGI significantly reduces the Ip asymmetries during the plasma current quench leading
to a greater degree of axisymmetry thus prevents large sideways forces on JET. However, MGI
produces fast CQ and respectively high vessel eddy currents, which expose the machine to
additional stresses. The large quantity of gas (particularly hydrogen) used during injection may
create additional problems for in-vessel components.
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Figures

Figure 1. Plan view of JET magnetic diagnostics.

Figure 2. JET pick-up coils, saddle loops and vessel radial displacement transducers.
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Figure 3. Two JET opposite vessel octants equipped with in-vessel (diamagnetic) poloidal
loops.

Figure 4. JET diagnostics (ex-vessel Rogowski coil, in-vessel pick up coils and four in-vessel
full toroidal flux loops) used to calculate the total toroidal eddy current in a conductive
structure: vessel, restraining rings, divertor support structure and PF coil cases.
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Figure 5. Plan view of COMPASS Ip diagnostics.

Figure 6. The composition of the trimmed waveforms: (a) plasma currents, (b) normalized Ip
asymmetries, (c) asymmetry main window. The time axis is normalized to Tdis [14].
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Figure 7. COMPASS multi turn Ip asymmetry rotational disruption: (a) plasma currents, (b)
asym

asym

amplitudes of the Ip asymmetries form Ip1, Ip9, Ip15 ( A3 p ) and Ip1, Ip9 ( A2 p ), (c) Ip = Ip9 Ip1 asymmetry, where 3.5 turn rotation shown in black , (d) Ip asymmetry toroidal phase, (e)
q95 edge safety factor. The time axis is normalized to Tdis.

Figure 8. The A2 A3( 2 ) ratio allows to define the dwelling of the Ip asymmetries: blue dashed
line A2 A3( 2)  2 /  separates #1 and #9 quadrants from #5 and #13 quadrants.
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Figure 9. The sideways force impulses calculated from the measured MIZ asymmetries: (a)
plasma currents, (b) first vertical current moment asymmetries, (c) first vertical current moment
asymmetry magnitude, (d) sideways force. The time axis is normalized to Tdis..

Figure 10. The location of the Disruption Mitigation Valves (DMV) on JET.
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Figure 11. Comparing an MGI mitigated disruption (red traces) and a non-mitigated disruption
(blue traces) on some disruption quantities: (a) plasma currents, (b) DMV1 voltage drop
indicates the activation time, (c) DMV1 chamber pressure drop, (d) plasma current centroid
vertical displacements, (e) sideways forces.

Figure 12. The impulse modulus for the JET four octant database, where in the legend the first
shot number indicates the number of asymmetrical disruptions and the second number is the
total number of recorded disruptions.
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Figure 13. The normalized impulse moduli for the JET four octant database.

Figure 14. The current JET vessel supports, see detailed explanation in [41].
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Figure 15. The JET vessel undergoes a complex, damped oscillation: (a) plasma currents, (b)
plasma current centroid vertical displacements, (c) vessel vertical (swing) force, (d) vessel roll,
(e) radial vessel displacement, (f) sideways force estimation by Noll’s formula.

Figure 16. Relationship between directional impulse and JET vessel radial displacement.
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Figure 17. Phase-amplitude distribution of the directional impulses against a JET top vessel
view used as background. The percentages show the fraction of the shots which dwell in the
corresponding quadrant.

Figure 18. Vessel radial displacement orthogonal components in direction #5 to #1 octants and
#7 to #3 octants against the corresponding sideways force impulses.
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Figure 19. JET and COMPASS amplitude of smoothed Ip asymmetry, where for JET data the
first shot number indicates the number in the legend of asymmetrical disruptions and the
second number is the total number of recorded disruptions.

Figure 20. JET and COMPASS data showing the Ip asymmetry integral normalised by the
current quench time vs the area normalised CQ time .
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Figure 21. COMPASS extreme asymmetrical disruption: (a) plasma currents, (b) amplitudes
asym
of the Ip asymmetries form Ip1, Ip9, Ip15 ( A3asym
p ) and Ip1, Ip9 ( A2 p ), (c) Ip asymmetry toroidal

phase, (d) q95 edge safety factor. The time axis is normalized to Tdis.

Figure 22. COMPASS, JET and ITER relative dimensions.
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Figure 23. Distributions of the number of rotations for IL-wall JET disruptions.

Figure 24. COMPASS Ip asymmetry non-rotational disruption: (a) plasma currents, (b) Ip
asymmetry, (c) Ip asymmetry toroidal phase, (d) q95 edge safety factor. The time axis is
normalized to Tdis.
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Figure 25. Time traces for the most severe IL-wall asymmetrical (3-D) disruptions: (a)
normalised plasma currents, (b) normalised Ip asymmetries, (c) safety factor from standard
EFIT reconstructions. The time axis is normalised to the Ip asymmetries starting time.

Figure 26. Time traces for IL-wall axisymmetric (2-D) disruptions w/o MGI: (a) normalised
plasma currents, (b) safety factor from standard EFIT reconstructions. The time axis is
normalized to Tdis.
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Figure 27. Time traces for IL-wall axisymmetric (2-D) disruptions with MGI: (a) normalised
plasma currents, (b) safety factor from standard EFIT reconstructions. The time axis is
normalized to Tdis.

Figure 28. Safety factor from standard EFIT reconstructions. The points represent the last
“reliable” (see definition in section 7) converged equilibrium.
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Figure 29. An example, where MGI was not 100% efficient as it fired in developed VDE. (a)
toroidally average plasma currents, (b) DMV voltage drop indicates the activation time, (c) Ip
asymmetry, (d) safety factor from standard EFIT reconstructions, (e) the vertical current
centroid displacement, (f) locked mode amplitude. The time axis is normalized to Tdis.

Figure 30. A case, where MGI was not 100% efficient as it fired too late. (a) toroidally
average plasma current, (b) DMV voltage drop indicates the activation time, (c) Ip asymmetry,
(d) safety factor from standard EFIT reconstructions. The time axis is normalized to Tdis.
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Figure 31. JET Ip asymmetrical disruptions. (i) rotational mode disruption and (ii) ‘locked’
mode disruption: (a) plasma currents, (b) asymmetry of the vertical current centroid
displacement, (c) Ip asymmetry, (d) Vp – poloidal voltage asymmetry, (e) Ip asymmetry toroidal
phase. The time axis is normalized to Tdis.

Figure 32. Simulation by the VDE-code. Illustrative example of an initially unstable (grey
shadowed flux surfaces) plasma cross-section and intermediate equilibrium configuration
maintained by the toroidal Hiro along the tile surface with the plasma core and the halo zone
with the Evans currents.
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Figure 33. Interpretation of the observed toroidal magnetic flux asymmetry during a VDE with
a kink mode. A wide halo zone in vicinity of the plasma-wall contact shown with the Hiro and
Evans currents. The Evans currents generates the extra paramagnetic flux in the wetting zone.

Figure 34. The amplitude of the eddy current induced in JET passive structures, see formula
(3) and Figure 4.
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Figure 35. The normalised amplitude of the eddy current induced in JET passive structures, as
a function of the CQ time. The black line is the result of the CARIDDI simulation.

Figure 36. The eddy current density distribution for 1 MA plasma with a 20 ms linear timevarying CQ. The model includes the restraint rings and divertor structures, although they are
not shown in the figures for the sake of clarity.
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Figure 37. A fault of the poloidal pick-up coil during a special MGI mitigated disruption; gas:
60% (H) + 40% (Ar), pressure: 33 bar, DMV1. (a) plasma current, (b) sum of divertor PF
currents and eddy currents, (c) waveforms of two neighbour pick-up coils in octant 8, (d) dB/dt
H301 coil. The time axis is normalized to Tdis.

Figure 38. (a) P803B faulty poloidal pick-up coil: this post-mortem photo suggests the
titanium wire reacted with nitrogen (golden colour); (b) another PP803 faulty poloidal pick-up
coil located nearby P803B: this post-mortem photo suggests the titanium wire was
contaminated by hydrogen (black colour).
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